


Day 1Day 1  
Arrival - Welcome to our beloved Egypt Arrival - Welcome to our beloved Egypt ✨✨

  
Right from when you step off the flight this experience will be held,Right from when you step off the flight this experience will be held,

supported and you will be mesmerised by this magickal place.supported and you will be mesmerised by this magickal place.
You’ll be met at Cairo international airport & escorted by our teamYou’ll be met at Cairo international airport & escorted by our team

to the EXQUISITE Mena House Pyramids hotel for check in.to the EXQUISITE Mena House Pyramids hotel for check in.
  

We do suggest that you fly in the day before in order toWe do suggest that you fly in the day before in order to  
be fully rested and present.be fully rested and present.

Please let us know if this resonates so we can organise thisPlease let us know if this resonates so we can organise this  
extra for you (fee applicable) otherwise an earlyextra for you (fee applicable) otherwise an early  

arrival flight is recommended.arrival flight is recommended.  
  

Once at our hotel I will be there at reception to welcome you toOnce at our hotel I will be there at reception to welcome you to
Egypt. When you've settled in, our group wEgypt. When you've settled in, our group welcome circle will beelcome circle will be

poolside where we will create the travel merkabah that will keep uspoolside where we will create the travel merkabah that will keep us
in an energetic container for our entire trip.in an energetic container for our entire trip.

Information, introductions and excitement will also be shared.Information, introductions and excitement will also be shared.
  

We gather at 3pm for a meditation & transmission before takingWe gather at 3pm for a meditation & transmission before taking
our first & fun excursion our sunset camel ride and quad bike rideour first & fun excursion our sunset camel ride and quad bike ride

around the PYRAMIDS stopping for somearound the PYRAMIDS stopping for some  
AWESOME photo opportunities!AWESOME photo opportunities!

  
★ Overnight Cairo | Mena House Pyramids Meals - Dinner at Hotel★ Overnight Cairo | Mena House Pyramids Meals - Dinner at Hotel



Day 2Day 2  
Memphis & Sakkara.Memphis & Sakkara.

  
After a beautiful breakfast at Mena house we start the day byAfter a beautiful breakfast at Mena house we start the day by

proceeding to the incredible city of Memphis.proceeding to the incredible city of Memphis.
Feel the undeniable power as you see EgyptFeel the undeniable power as you see Egypt  

through the eyes of the ancients.through the eyes of the ancients.
This place was the Capital of the Great Kingdom, and there areThis place was the Capital of the Great Kingdom, and there are
some remarkable monuments dedicated to the God Ptah - thesome remarkable monuments dedicated to the God Ptah - the

god of the beginning and his holy family.god of the beginning and his holy family.
The Remains include the beautiful Statue of Ramsis II & the NewThe Remains include the beautiful Statue of Ramsis II & the New

Kingdom Sphinx which is the second largest sphinx of Egypt.Kingdom Sphinx which is the second largest sphinx of Egypt.
Lunch will be at a local restaurant to experience the exotic spicesLunch will be at a local restaurant to experience the exotic spices

of authentic Egyptian cuisine.of authentic Egyptian cuisine.
  

We will then proceed to Sakkara Pyramid.We will then proceed to Sakkara Pyramid.
the oldest recorded all-stone complex, an ancient innovation thatthe oldest recorded all-stone complex, an ancient innovation that

would go on to inspire Egypt and the world’swould go on to inspire Egypt and the world’s  
architectural development.architectural development.  

Scattered around the Step Pyramid are a handful of otherScattered around the Step Pyramid are a handful of other
pyramids in various states of disarray, highlighting the importancepyramids in various states of disarray, highlighting the importance

of this necropolis between Egypt’s Third and Sixth Dynasties.of this necropolis between Egypt’s Third and Sixth Dynasties.
  

Sakkara is the official necropolis of the old kingdom the area datesSakkara is the official necropolis of the old kingdom the area dates
back thousands of years and was designed to preserve bodiesback thousands of years and was designed to preserve bodies

and keep their possessions in the hope of resurrection day.and keep their possessions in the hope of resurrection day.
The most famous landmark in Sakkara is the Funeral Complex ofThe most famous landmark in Sakkara is the Funeral Complex of
King Djoser, designed & built by his intelligent architect "Imhotep",King Djoser, designed & built by his intelligent architect "Imhotep",

who tried to remind the king of everything he did in his life, hiswho tried to remind the king of everything he did in his life, his
coronation day, his realm and provinces, and above all, the firstcoronation day, his realm and provinces, and above all, the first

Pyramid ever built in Egypt, the Step Pyramid of Sakkara.Pyramid ever built in Egypt, the Step Pyramid of Sakkara.
  

Then back to hotel for a swim before dinner.Then back to hotel for a swim before dinner.
AAt dinner we will share the highlights of our day before an EARLYt dinner we will share the highlights of our day before an EARLY

night!! Tomorrow will be a night!! Tomorrow will be a BIGBIG day! day!
  

★ Overnight Cairo | Mena House Pyramids★ Overnight Cairo | Mena House Pyramids  
Meals - Breakfast / Lunch at Restaurant / Dinner HotelMeals - Breakfast / Lunch at Restaurant / Dinner Hotel



Day 3Day 3    
Giza Pyramids - Private Ceremony at the SphinxGiza Pyramids - Private Ceremony at the Sphinx

  
At 5am we have our PRIVATE visit to the mystic oracle the Sphinx.At 5am we have our PRIVATE visit to the mystic oracle the Sphinx.
At this mystical vortex, there will be an incredible transmission ofAt this mystical vortex, there will be an incredible transmission of

remembrance, divination and connection through theremembrance, divination and connection through the  
gateways to the other realms.gateways to the other realms.

Nestled between the paws of the Sphinx this mysteriousNestled between the paws of the Sphinx this mysterious  
stargate holds great mystery.stargate holds great mystery.

You will have some time here for private meditation which weYou will have some time here for private meditation which we
encourage and stunning photo opportunities.encourage and stunning photo opportunities.

  
After a mobile breakfast prepared by the lovely staff at MenaAfter a mobile breakfast prepared by the lovely staff at Mena

house for us, we will visit the external complex of the last remaininghouse for us, we will visit the external complex of the last remaining
wonders of the Ancient World. The Great Pyramids and the Sphinx.wonders of the Ancient World. The Great Pyramids and the Sphinx.

Before the heat of the day & the flood of tourists, we will walkBefore the heat of the day & the flood of tourists, we will walk
around the complex at Khufu the largest and consideredaround the complex at Khufu the largest and considered  

the greatest of the pyramids.the greatest of the pyramids.
Its construction & use remains a mystery, although I do have myIts construction & use remains a mystery, although I do have my

suspicions ... STARGATE much!!!suspicions ... STARGATE much!!!
  

The historians will offer their 'point of view' about construction, but IThe historians will offer their 'point of view' about construction, but I
would humbly offer to expand your mind from this old 'story'.would humbly offer to expand your mind from this old 'story'.

From here we explore the Pyramid of Khafre which is smaller thanFrom here we explore the Pyramid of Khafre which is smaller than
the Great Pyramid and then Menkaure whichthe Great Pyramid and then Menkaure which  

is the smallest of the trio.is the smallest of the trio.
  

Today we will NOT enter the great pyramid, we are saving that tillToday we will NOT enter the great pyramid, we are saving that till
last with a private ceremony just for us!last with a private ceremony just for us!

  
Lunch will be at a local restaurant then back to our beautiful hotel.Lunch will be at a local restaurant then back to our beautiful hotel.

After a rest & reset, we will gather poolside for a drink.After a rest & reset, we will gather poolside for a drink.
At 5:30pm we will attend the magnificentAt 5:30pm we will attend the magnificent

'S'Sound & Light Show' at the great pyramids of Giza.ound & Light Show' at the great pyramids of Giza.
  

★ Overnight Cairo: Mena House Pyramids.★ Overnight Cairo: Mena House Pyramids.  
Meals: Breakfast / Lunch at Restaurant / Dinner HotelMeals: Breakfast / Lunch at Restaurant / Dinner Hotel

  



Day 4Day 4  
Karnak and Luxor TemplesKarnak and Luxor Temples

  
After breakfast we head back to Cairo international airport for ourAfter breakfast we head back to Cairo international airport for our

domestic flight to the 'City of Light' - LUXORdomestic flight to the 'City of Light' - LUXOR
where we will board our incredible 5★ seven day cruise along thewhere we will board our incredible 5★ seven day cruise along the

majestical Nile. Familiarise yourself, check out the poolmajestical Nile. Familiarise yourself, check out the pool  
& then meet for a shared lunch onboard.& then meet for a shared lunch onboard.

  
After Lunch we will discover what lies beneath the golden sandsAfter Lunch we will discover what lies beneath the golden sands

that surround Karnak Temple which houses thethat surround Karnak Temple which houses the  
magickal chapel to Sekhmet.magickal chapel to Sekhmet.

We will take you to secret locations within this complex that opensWe will take you to secret locations within this complex that opens
you up to esoteric transmissions, awakenings and empowerment.you up to esoteric transmissions, awakenings and empowerment.
The ritual to the ancient Egyptian Goddess Sekhmet will connectThe ritual to the ancient Egyptian Goddess Sekhmet will connect

you to the divine consciousness which will elevate youyou to the divine consciousness which will elevate you  
into higher dimensions.into higher dimensions.

  
This vast temple complex has four parts,This vast temple complex has four parts,  

the Precinct of Amun-Ra, of Mut, & the Precinct of Montu.the Precinct of Amun-Ra, of Mut, & the Precinct of Montu.  
We head back to the cruise for lunch, a swim and a refresh.We head back to the cruise for lunch, a swim and a refresh.

In the evening as the sunsets, we will visit Luxor Temple.In the evening as the sunsets, we will visit Luxor Temple.
  

This is the ancient site of learning where the Egyptian mysteryThis is the ancient site of learning where the Egyptian mystery
schools were taught.schools were taught.

The temple walls depict the human body, incorporatingThe temple walls depict the human body, incorporating  
its energy centres and chakras.its energy centres and chakras.

Its precisely constructed sacred geometry will open your crownIts precisely constructed sacred geometry will open your crown
chakra inviting the stirring of Kundalini as we move throughchakra inviting the stirring of Kundalini as we move through

vortexes of power throughout the temple.vortexes of power throughout the temple.
  

This is a large ancient temple complex, located on the east bankThis is a large ancient temple complex, located on the east bank
of the Nile River, and was founded in 1400 BCE.of the Nile River, and was founded in 1400 BCE.

  
★ Overnight | Nile Cruise★ Overnight | Nile Cruise  

Meals: Breakfast Hotel / Lunch Nile Cruise / Dinner Nile CruiseMeals: Breakfast Hotel / Lunch Nile Cruise / Dinner Nile Cruise



Day 5Day 5    
Dendara Temple & 'Welcome aboard' drinksDendara Temple & 'Welcome aboard' drinks

  
After breakfast we will travel by bus to Dendara Temple.After breakfast we will travel by bus to Dendara Temple.

This is one of the best-preserved temple complexes in Egypt andThis is one of the best-preserved temple complexes in Egypt and
contains the glorious Temple of Hathor.contains the glorious Temple of Hathor.

This primeval Mother Goddess holds the frequency of nourishment,This primeval Mother Goddess holds the frequency of nourishment,
love & fertility. On the bus ride we will take the time to construct alove & fertility. On the bus ride we will take the time to construct a

love letter to self to be empowered at the temple.love letter to self to be empowered at the temple.
Afterwards back to the ship where we take lunch on board & enjoyAfterwards back to the ship where we take lunch on board & enjoy

the raw beauty of the tropical landscape as we sail to Edfu.the raw beauty of the tropical landscape as we sail to Edfu.
Afternoon Tea on board with 'Captains Welcome Cocktails'Afternoon Tea on board with 'Captains Welcome Cocktails'  

& perhaps a swim.& perhaps a swim.
Tonight Dinner & Egyptian style disco !!Tonight Dinner & Egyptian style disco !!

  
★ Overnight in Edfu★ Overnight in Edfu

Meals: Breakfast Nile Cruise / Lunch Nile Cruise / Dinner Nile CruiseMeals: Breakfast Nile Cruise / Lunch Nile Cruise / Dinner Nile Cruise
  

Day 6Day 6    
Edfu and Komombo Temples.Edfu and Komombo Temples.

  
Today we will visit the magnificent Edfu, Temple of the FalconToday we will visit the magnificent Edfu, Temple of the Falcon

headed God Horus. headed God Horus. It is said that the right eye of horus is the sunIt is said that the right eye of horus is the sun
or morning star associated with power and the left the moon oror morning star associated with power and the left the moon or

evening star connected to healing, and so here we sit in the circleevening star connected to healing, and so here we sit in the circle
of healing frequencies for mind, body & soul.of healing frequencies for mind, body & soul.

  
Sail to Kom Ombo with lunch on board.Sail to Kom Ombo with lunch on board.

This temple is shared by two gods Sobek and Haeroris.This temple is shared by two gods Sobek and Haeroris.
On our Sail to Aswan we enjoy afternoon tea on the deck.On our Sail to Aswan we enjoy afternoon tea on the deck.

Tonight is the infamous Galabya Party !!Tonight is the infamous Galabya Party !!
Get dressed up Egyptian style. & bGet dressed up Egyptian style. & be entertained by belly dancerse entertained by belly dancers

and live Nubian drumming. Then stargaze on the upper deckand live Nubian drumming. Then stargaze on the upper deck  
while sailing through the heart and soul of Egypt.while sailing through the heart and soul of Egypt.

  
★ Overnight in Aswan★ Overnight in Aswan

Meals: Breakfast Nile Cruise / Lunch Nile Cruise/ Dinner Nile CruiseMeals: Breakfast Nile Cruise / Lunch Nile Cruise/ Dinner Nile Cruise



Day 7Day 7  
Abu Simbel Temples.Abu Simbel Temples.

  
After breakfast, we goAfter breakfast, we go sailing on the Nile in a traditional  sailing on the Nile in a traditional feluccafelucca
around Kitchener's Island. This is SO much fun the locals will alsoaround Kitchener's Island. This is SO much fun the locals will also

bring aboard some handmade jewelry for you to look at.bring aboard some handmade jewelry for you to look at.
  

We may also have a opportunity to partake in a Nile blessingWe may also have a opportunity to partake in a Nile blessing
ceremony of 'cleansing the spirit'ceremony of 'cleansing the spirit'  

Back to the cruise for lunch before setting off to theBack to the cruise for lunch before setting off to the  
GRAND Abu Simbel Temple.GRAND Abu Simbel Temple.

  
We first arrive to take a walk through the stunning temple andWe first arrive to take a walk through the stunning temple and

marvel at the HUGE statues depicting Ramses II during his reign.marvel at the HUGE statues depicting Ramses II during his reign.
After wandering through and hearing the story of this place,After wandering through and hearing the story of this place,  

we may just catch the markets before they close !we may just catch the markets before they close !
  

Hoping back on the bus toHoping back on the bus to the restaurant to enjoy drinks sitting by the restaurant to enjoy drinks sitting by
the pool or a quick dip before dinner after which we return tothe pool or a quick dip before dinner after which we return to  

Abu Simbel and attend the sound and light show at the temple.Abu Simbel and attend the sound and light show at the temple.
  

This show provides a journey back in time to the pharaohs’ era,This show provides a journey back in time to the pharaohs’ era,
bringing it back to life. The enchanting music and vibrant lights willbringing it back to life. The enchanting music and vibrant lights will

accompany you through this story where the show depicts howaccompany you through this story where the show depicts how
this temple originally looked, along with its prominent history.this temple originally looked, along with its prominent history.

  
★ Overnight in Aswan★ Overnight in Aswan  

Meals: Breakfast Nile Cruise / Lunch Nile Cruise/ Dinner Nile CruiseMeals: Breakfast Nile Cruise / Lunch Nile Cruise/ Dinner Nile Cruise



Day 8Day 8
Philae Isis TemplePhilae Isis Temple  

  
TODAY we rise early for our much anticipated sunrise private visitTODAY we rise early for our much anticipated sunrise private visit

to the isle of Philae, the Temple of the Goddess Isis.to the isle of Philae, the Temple of the Goddess Isis.
  

I have been in service to the Goddess Isis most probably before II have been in service to the Goddess Isis most probably before I
even knew who she is. There has always been this curiosity,even knew who she is. There has always been this curiosity,  

this pull towards her story.this pull towards her story.
Although not in its original location this temple holds DEEP magicksAlthough not in its original location this temple holds DEEP magicks
in its very stones and the inscriptions and spells written upon thein its very stones and the inscriptions and spells written upon the

walls contain ancient otherworldly magick.walls contain ancient otherworldly magick.
Goddess Goddess Isis is in fact the mother of magick andIsis is in fact the mother of magick and  

in this meditation & sound ceremony we will open to herin this meditation & sound ceremony we will open to her
transmission and oracle guidance.transmission and oracle guidance.

Be prepared to be open, in a space of allowing without expectationBe prepared to be open, in a space of allowing without expectation
or judgement for she will impart to you just what you need fromor judgement for she will impart to you just what you need from

her holy guidance.her holy guidance.
  

You will also have time for yourself here and I encourage you toYou will also have time for yourself here and I encourage you to
really be present in this incredible space.really be present in this incredible space.

Back at the ship there will be time for integration &Back at the ship there will be time for integration &  
conversation about our experience.conversation about our experience.

After lunch we will arrive at the high dam which is truly impressiveAfter lunch we will arrive at the high dam which is truly impressive
at 3600 metres long, 980 metres thick at base and 111 metres tall.at 3600 metres long, 980 metres thick at base and 111 metres tall.

Relax the afternoon away then dinner & drinks together.Relax the afternoon away then dinner & drinks together.
★ Overnight Edfu★ Overnight Edfu    

Meals: Breakfast Nile Cruise / Lunch Nile Cruise/ Dinner Nile CruiseMeals: Breakfast Nile Cruise / Lunch Nile Cruise/ Dinner Nile Cruise



Day 9Day 9
Enjoy the sailing of the Nile CruiseEnjoy the sailing of the Nile Cruise

  
Breakfast on board, free easy morning then Lunch & Sail onto LuxorBreakfast on board, free easy morning then Lunch & Sail onto Luxor

Afternoon Tea, Dinner & tonight's Disco & entertainmentAfternoon Tea, Dinner & tonight's Disco & entertainment
  

★ Overnight in Luxor Meals: Breakfast Nile Cruise / Lunch Nile★ Overnight in Luxor Meals: Breakfast Nile Cruise / Lunch Nile
Cruise/ Dinner Nile CruiseCruise/ Dinner Nile Cruise

Day 10Day 10  
Valley of the Kings - Hatshepsut TempleValley of the Kings - Hatshepsut Temple

  
Breakfast on board – ORBreakfast on board – OR  

Sunrise Sunrise OPTIONALOPTIONAL Hot air balloon ride over Luxor. Hot air balloon ride over Luxor.  
This is an optional extra purely because it's not for everyone.This is an optional extra purely because it's not for everyone.  

Last visit however all our participants got brave and chose to goLast visit however all our participants got brave and chose to go
up and it offered an exhilarating ride & a huge overview of howup and it offered an exhilarating ride & a huge overview of how

vast the complex is and how much MORE may layvast the complex is and how much MORE may lay  
within the secrets of the sands.within the secrets of the sands.

..
WE will then WE will then visit the Valley of the Kings, also called the Valleyvisit the Valley of the Kings, also called the Valley  

of the Gates of the Kings.of the Gates of the Kings.  
Used fUsed for a period of nearly 500 years, from 16th to 11th century BC.or a period of nearly 500 years, from 16th to 11th century BC.

We also vWe also visit the Temple of Queen Hatshepsut. This mortuaryisit the Temple of Queen Hatshepsut. This mortuary
temple is dedicated to the sun god Amon-Ra and is located nexttemple is dedicated to the sun god Amon-Ra and is located next

to the mortuary temple of Mentuhotep II.to the mortuary temple of Mentuhotep II.
  

The art work on these temple walls are so beautifully preservedThe art work on these temple walls are so beautifully preserved
and showcase how striking these places truly would have been.and showcase how striking these places truly would have been.

  
Lunch on board | Afternoon Tea | Dinner on board & DiscoLunch on board | Afternoon Tea | Dinner on board & Disco

  
★ Overnight Luxor★ Overnight Luxor

Meals: Breakfast / Lunch / DinnerMeals: Breakfast / Lunch / Dinner
  
  



Day 11Day 11
Cruise farewell Night & CeremonyCruise farewell Night & Ceremony  

IN the great pyramidIN the great pyramid
After breakfast we bid a heartfelt farewell to our Nile Cruise andAfter breakfast we bid a heartfelt farewell to our Nile Cruise and

find our way to the airport for our transfer back to Cairo andfind our way to the airport for our transfer back to Cairo and  
'home' to Mena House.'home' to Mena House.

  
Take the rest of the day to relax on the beautiful grounds, orTake the rest of the day to relax on the beautiful grounds, or  

pre-book a massage to be had on our return!!pre-book a massage to be had on our return!!
At 4pm we will gather amongst the trees on the property in circleAt 4pm we will gather amongst the trees on the property in circle

to prepare for tonight's ceremony.to prepare for tonight's ceremony.
Pulling together all the emotions and vibrations of our trip toPulling together all the emotions and vibrations of our trip to

incorporate into tonight's extremely POWERFUL ritual incorporate into tonight's extremely POWERFUL ritual inside theinside the
Great Pyramid King’s and Queen’s Chamber 6PMGreat Pyramid King’s and Queen’s Chamber 6PM

Dinner & drinks after ritual at out hotel.Dinner & drinks after ritual at out hotel.
  

★ Overnight Cairo | Mena House★ Overnight Cairo | Mena House  
Meals: Breakfast Nile Cruise / Dinner HotelMeals: Breakfast Nile Cruise / Dinner Hotel

Day 12Day 12  
Egyptian Museum & Khan El Khalili MarketEgyptian Museum & Khan El Khalili Market

  
TodayToday we will go to the  we will go to the BRAND NEWBRAND NEW Cairo Egyptian Museum. Cairo Egyptian Museum.  

This museum contains many important pieces of ancient EgyptianThis museum contains many important pieces of ancient Egyptian
history and houses the world’s largest collection of Pharaonichistory and houses the world’s largest collection of Pharaonic

antiquities and includes many treasures from theantiquities and includes many treasures from the  
tomb of King Tutankhamen.tomb of King Tutankhamen.  

  
The architecture of building itself is also very significant and is dueThe architecture of building itself is also very significant and is due

to open November 2022 .. to open November 2022 .. so so I also can't wait to see it!!I also can't wait to see it!!
  

After lunch we will go to visit Khan El Khalili Markets . Now this is anAfter lunch we will go to visit Khan El Khalili Markets . Now this is an
extraordinary market!!! extraordinary market!!! Full of wonders, trinkets and treasures.Full of wonders, trinkets and treasures.

TONIGHT OUR LAST DINNER TOGETHER IN EGYPTTONIGHT OUR LAST DINNER TOGETHER IN EGYPT
  

★ Overnight Cairo | Mena House★ Overnight Cairo | Mena House
Meals: Breakfast Hotel/ Lunch at Local Restaurant / Dinner HotelMeals: Breakfast Hotel/ Lunch at Local Restaurant / Dinner Hotel



Day 13 Final DepartureDay 13 Final Departure  
  

After breakfast we gather for our final circle to unwind ourAfter breakfast we gather for our final circle to unwind our
merkabah and say our farewells to Mohamed & Ewais.merkabah and say our farewells to Mohamed & Ewais.  

  
Our tour staff will then transfer you to Cairo Airport and assist youOur tour staff will then transfer you to Cairo Airport and assist you  

for the final departure from Egypt,for the final departure from Egypt,
★ Meals: Breakfast★ Meals: Breakfast

I N C L U S I O N SI N C L U S I O N S
Meet, greet & customs assistance by our tour staff at all airports.Meet, greet & customs assistance by our tour staff at all airports.

Mineral water 1.5L for every 4 persons at meals.Mineral water 1.5L for every 4 persons at meals.
Mineral water 2 small bottle per person per coach per day.Mineral water 2 small bottle per person per coach per day.

Private English - speaking Egyptologist Guide.Private English - speaking Egyptologist Guide.
All meals as mentioned in above itinerary.All meals as mentioned in above itinerary.

5 Nights accommodation at Mena House Pyramids Cairo.5 Nights accommodation at Mena House Pyramids Cairo.  
7 Nights accommodation on 5 star Luxury Nile Cruise.7 Nights accommodation on 5 star Luxury Nile Cruise.  

Round trip domestic flight tickets from Cairo to Luxor return.Round trip domestic flight tickets from Cairo to Luxor return.
Entry fees to all venues, sites and temples as mentionedEntry fees to all venues, sites and temples as mentioned  

in the itinerary.in the itinerary.
All transportation within Egypt with new air-conditionedAll transportation within Egypt with new air-conditioned  

coaches, and boat rides.coaches, and boat rides.
Service charges and taxes are included.Service charges and taxes are included.

Free Local SIM CARD for the internet during the tour.Free Local SIM CARD for the internet during the tour.
24-Hour “Emergency” Hotline.24-Hour “Emergency” Hotline.

  

E X C L U S I O N SE X C L U S I O N S
International Flight Ticket from home country.International Flight Ticket from home country.

Entry visa fee.Entry visa fee.
Tips and gratuities.Tips and gratuities.

Beverages with the exception of water as mentioned above.Beverages with the exception of water as mentioned above.
Items of Personal nature | LaundryItems of Personal nature | Laundry    etcetc



  

So, why choose us?So, why choose us?
' Travel is more than seeing the sites,' Travel is more than seeing the sites,  

it's the unique change that happens when you realise there isit's the unique change that happens when you realise there is  
so much more to living'so much more to living'  

  
Since 2014 Wyld Tribe Travels have been offering unique, soulful and boutiqueSince 2014 Wyld Tribe Travels have been offering unique, soulful and boutique

spiritual pilgrimages to Sacred Sites and places of power acrossspiritual pilgrimages to Sacred Sites and places of power across  
this great Mumma Earth.this great Mumma Earth.

Born out of Trace's deep desire to experience, remember and reawaken, she discoveredBorn out of Trace's deep desire to experience, remember and reawaken, she discovered
that regular 'tours' were not the experience that what she was looking for.that regular 'tours' were not the experience that what she was looking for.
Big groups, rushed visits, unaligned energies, no ceremony or reverenceBig groups, rushed visits, unaligned energies, no ceremony or reverence  

and many, many 'extras' from the initial price!and many, many 'extras' from the initial price!
  

'Our travel offerings are of a spiritual nature,'Our travel offerings are of a spiritual nature,
where we really step into the place and feel along the time lines to thewhere we really step into the place and feel along the time lines to the

magick, people and sacredness imbued in the land.magick, people and sacredness imbued in the land.  
We become INSPIRED'.We become INSPIRED'.

As such, we offer as much as we can into the price exchange,As such, we offer as much as we can into the price exchange,  
we source beautiful accommodation likewe source beautiful accommodation like

Castles in Scotland | converted barns in England | 5★cruises upon the Nile.Castles in Scotland | converted barns in England | 5★cruises upon the Nile.
  

Country dependant we always look for smaller, family run properties.Country dependant we always look for smaller, family run properties.  
We prefer small intimate groups so that you can be held, seen and really becomeWe prefer small intimate groups so that you can be held, seen and really become
comfortable with your travel companions on such a once in a lifetime experience.comfortable with your travel companions on such a once in a lifetime experience.

  
TThis Soul-Journey is NOT for everyone.his Soul-Journey is NOT for everyone.    

There are ceremonies, meditations, energy transmissions, light codes and initiationsThere are ceremonies, meditations, energy transmissions, light codes and initiations  
so if that doesn't sound like you, then this might not be the right trip !!so if that doesn't sound like you, then this might not be the right trip !!  

BUTBUT if that makes your soul sing, then hop aboard beloved if that makes your soul sing, then hop aboard beloved  
there is magick to be experienced in ANCIENT EGYPT ...there is magick to be experienced in ANCIENT EGYPT ...

  
Wyld Blessings, Trace xXxWyld Blessings, Trace xXx

A L L  P I C T U R E S  I N  T H I S  D O C U M E N T  A R E  O R I G I N A L  &  T A K E N  A C R O S S  O U R  P R E V I O U S  T O U R S


